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1.0 Executive Summary 

 

After conducting analysis of the process that leads to the issuance of PUPs, it is clear that the system is broken and 

needs radical overhaul.  The following are key findings: 

1.  The process of issuing PUP is deeply flawed, could be illegal in some instances and if not corrected will bring 

shame and disgrace to the country, undermining its international image especially within the framework of 

sustainable economic development.   

The following are persons who bear varying degrees of responsibility in the activation of PUPs that were recalled 

in February of 2012: 

1. FDA Board of Directors   

The Board’s directive to the Management of FDA was contained in minutes from a board meeting held on February 

28, 2012.  There was no resolution signed by all Board members, and there was no subsequent communication to 

the Management of FDA.  Board minutes did not adequately clarify the meaning of “active”, although a list of active 

PUPs was contained therein.  The Board lost control of its oversight responsibility.  It lacked clear procedural 

guidelines for conveying instructions.  The Board of Directors did not remotely seem concern about the explosion 

of PUPs at any time, except when brought to its attention by NGO coalitions.  The Board of Directors did not 

consider the high level of acreage granted under PUPs. The Board did not provide strategic direction to the 
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management of FDA on the level of sustainable forest development through the limitations on grants of acreage 

for logging.    

 

2. Moses Wogbeh, Managing Director 

The Managing Director engaged in gross insubordination, indicated contempt for Board of Directors’ directive, 

was negligent in performance of duties, and intentionally misled Board of Directors on the extent of the PUP 

problem.   

3. Mr. Benedict Sargbe,  FDA in House Lawyer 

The counselor failed to provide legal guidance to FDA Board of Directors or management.  Mr. Sargbe was 

responsible for organizing and vetting the legal process before the issuance of PUPs.    He should have known the 

legal implications PUPs to be signed by the Managing Director and the Board Chairperson.   He also failed to 

provide adequate legal guidance to Board on the legal repercussions of suspensions and recall of all PUPs.   

4. Mr.  Jangars  Kamara Commercial Manager   

Mr.  Kamara’s actions in the Commercial Department require an expanded investigation to determine when he 

received information from the Managing Director to communicate to PUP holders or operators on the effective 

time of the ban and what it entailed.  He should be investigated to determine if he intentionally with held 

information to the industry.  It was only in June of 2012 that he informed SGS of the ban. 
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5. John Kantor Technical Director 

Mr. Kantor was negligent in responsibilities pertaining to the entire GIS department.  His training is also 

inadequate for the level of responsibilities thrust upon him to electronically survey hundreds of thousands of 

acres with little staffing.  Mr. Kantor did not demonstrate adequate knowledge of GIS staff activities as well as 

monitoring of GIS software and National Forest Strategy Map. 

6. Officials of the Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy involved with Surveying and authenticating PUPs 

No interview was conducted due to the absence of key personnel.  However, an expanded investigation must be 

conducted on the entire process at the Ministry 

7. Augustine Johnson, Government trained GIS Expert  

Mr. Johnson is the alleged architect of the PUP scheme (doctoring and creating deeds, identifying forest areas, 

and developing maps used in creating fake deeds); He has FDA proprietary software and is only person 

knowledgeable, and/or capable of developing and providing maps with GPS metes and bounds for PUP on lands 

formerly identified as possible FMCs/TSC’s. 

8. SGS 

SGS fumbled badly.  It paid a complete deaf ear to the ban.  It is impossible for a company like SGS and its role in 

the forestry sector to be totally unaware of a ban for several months.  The company requires expanded 

investigation to clearly determine why PUPs suspended were allowed to enter logs in COCIS system months after 

Board of Directors’ directives 
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9. Key Companies 

 Atlantic, Forest Ventures, Global Logging, EJ&J; need to be further investigated to determine if and what laws if 

any were broken by these companies and their shareholders 

The government of Liberia is urged to do the following: 

1. Keep the current ban in force while a thorough investigation is carried out by an independent panel of 

experts, including lawyers, forest management experts, land use experts, economists and civil society 

groups to determine the way forward; 

2. Announce that criminal charges await culprits in the scheme to illegally acquire PUPs upon conclusion of 

the GAC audit; 

3. GOL  must institutionalize a formal process of securing free, prior and informed consent when dealing 

with traditional landowners; 

4. Reorganize FDA management structure to ensure proper checks and balances;  

5. The establishment of an independent commission (IC) to look into each individual PUP signed.  The IC 

must have a clear mandate with definitive timelines to ensure the upcoming logging season is not 

completely interrupted.  IC must be balanced with civil society, industry representatives, independent 

legal counsel, and GOL representatives; 

6.  IC must give priority to the (4) PUPs that the Board of Directors permitted to operate in Feb of 2012.  IC 

must review (in the case of the community forest) and publicly vet both PUP and community forestry 

regulations. 

7. FDA Board of Directors to  be re-organized to establish proper administrative oversight of FDA 

management; 

8. Prosecution of any persons and/or individuals found criminally liable by the IC; 
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9. AB Johnson (former FDA GIS manager), Current FDA technical Director, entire FDA GIS department be 

fully investigated by state authorities with regards doctoring of deeds, creating PUP maps using FDA 

software with GPS coordinates; 

10. SGS contract be reviewed to determine if they are in breach of agreement as well as SGS staff 

questioned to determine if any direct involvement in PUP scheme with regards  to developing PUP maps 

where former FMCs were located; 

11. FDA management develops and publishes a step by step standard operation procedural (SOP) hand 

book for all aspect of commercial forest management (FMC, TSC, PUP, CFL, NTFP, etc) contract/permits 

acquisition keeping in line with adopted regulations. 

12. Definitive decision with regards legal interpretation of the community forestry law be made by FDA as 

to whether or not PUP can be used for community owned land (formerly titled or any sort of land deed) 
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1.0 Introduction and Background 
 

This report is based upon the request of the Ministry of State for Presidential Affairs of the Republic of Liberia to 

determine “persons involved and the process by which there was a violation of the ban placed by the Board of 

Directors of the Forestry Development Authority (FDA) on the activation of private use permits {PUPs)”.   

1.1 Global Witness-SDI Report 
 

The request from the Ministry of State for Presidential Affairs was predicated upon a report, “Spoiled: Liberia’s 

Private Use Permits”, written jointly by Global Witness and the Sustainable Development Institute.  The report 

alarmed that vast areas of Liberian land mass, 25,800 km2 or 23% of Liberia’s forest land is covered by PUPs, which 

means that almost a “third of the country’s best forests are at risk of being flattened”.  The report also alleges 

“illegality, fraud, and poor allocation processes have been raised by various commentators”.    The findings of the 

Global Witness-SDI report are as follows: 

1. Violation of Forestry Development Authority; 

2. Private Use Permits on private land without land owners’ consent 

3. Forged deeds and documents; 

4. Additional Irregularities during PUP allocations; verification, land area, prequalification, management plans, 

ESIAs. 

5. Ten percent of Liberia’s territory, Samling and palm oil [report claims that Atlantic, a PUP operator owned 

by Samling Global Limited (Hong Stock Exchange), a Malaysian company has more than 2.1 million acres of 

land in the country]. 
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1.2 Approach and Methodology of Assignment 
 

The author of this report undertook the assignment utilizing the following approach and methodology: 

a. Provided background on the Global Witness-SDI report dated August 2012; 

b. Interviewed an official of SDI, co-author of the report, “Spoiled: Liberia’s Private User Permits”; 

c. Researched the regulatory environment that governs the forestry sector; 

d. Analyzed the system and process flows of granting PUPs; 

e. Interviewed persons, mainly officials and functionaries of government agencies involved in the process of 

granting PUPs; 

f. Interviewed an official of SGS, the “commercial logging operational contractor” for the FDA;  

g. Interviewed operators of PUPs to get industry perspectives and to determine their role in violation of the 

ban; 

h. Interviewed independent outside forest management experts 

 

2.0 Interviews with Key Stakeholders 

 

2.1 Silas Siakor 

 

An interview was conducted with Mr. Silas Siakor, Executive Director of the SDI.  During the interview, he indicated 

his organization raised concerns with the FDA in 2010 on the issue of prequalification of participants in PUPs.    FDA 

said it was discretionary.  Then there was a follow up in October of 2011.  In October of 2011, there was an explosion 
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of more than 20 PUPs issued.  At that time, SDI came by an additional list of 17 PUPs, whereby FDA had been 

reporting only three PUPs.  SDI had been using the 2006 reform law to get provisions of all contracts to be public 

knowledge.  In November and towards the end December of 2011, SDI asked about the list of 17 PUPs.  FDA officially 

replied that there were 25.  In January of 2012 the Coalition of NGO’s in the Forestry Sector wrote the President 

and FDA Board officially informing them of these concerns.  In February at a Board meeting, there was a list of PUPs 

reported ranging from 55-65. There were issues raised of assigned and unassigned PUPs.  Another issue raised was 

the illegality of PUPs being issued to companies instead of individuals. 

In February of 2012, by directive of the President of Liberia, the Board of FDA placed a moratorium on the issuance 

of PUPs and asked that all inactive PUPs be recalled. At the time of the ban, according to Mr. Siakor, FDA indicated 

there were only four active PUPs: 

1. Mary Kpoto PUP of 4,058 hectares operated by Ecowood with a duration of three years; 

2. The People of Zaye Town’s  PUP of 5,564.27 hectares operated by Global Logging with a duration of 3 years 

9 months, and 

3. The People of Teemor’s PUP of 18,779 hectares located in Grand Bassa County and operated by Forest 

Ventures with a duration of 11 years; 

4. The Tarweh-Daroph Management and Development 

According to Mr. Siakor, even after the ban was imposed, SGS has records of logs leaving from other PUPs.  At the 

Sanctions plus Six Stakeholder Meeting in April and then in June, this was brought to light.  The GAC was then 

requested to do a system audit of the PUP process.  

Mr. Siakor also raised the following other issues: 
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 Sarah Miller PUP 3 land combined with community land, and the local land commissioner provided some 

amendment certificate that was used to justify this.  Land commissioner had no authority to issue such 

amendment.   

 PUP 8 had no social agreement according to local people when interviewed.  The agreement in PUP 8 also 

gave mining and agricultural rights, which a PUP cannot. SDI clearly stated that only a community forestry 

license could give other rights.  (Lee David represents company). 

 PUPs were not created for large logging operations. 

 SGS bills companies and have records of outstanding taxes, yet there were companies with outstanding 

obligations to the Government, yet companies with tax arrears were allowed to export logs. 

He recommended the following: 

 

1. That the current assignment requesting the author of this document to determine the persons and process 

involved in violation of the ban  should be limited only to the breach of the moratorium; 

2. The exercise should be only scoping in nature; and  

3.  That there are bigger issues of monitoring, controlling and protecting community interests should be 

addressed as part of a wider exercise in the immediate future. 

 

2.2 John Woods, Former Managing Director of FDA 
 

Mr. John Woods stated that the increase of PUPs over a short period of time clearly indicated a systemic breakdown 

and would expose the government to international condemnation of not managing its forest resources sustainably.  

He was categorical in stating that most of the deeds that are being used by land owners as the basis for acquiring 
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PUPs are fraudulent. He conducted an exercise while he was FDA Managing Director by calling all legitimate land 

owners of forest areas to bring deeds.  During that process only a small number of deeds were authenticated.  

Subsequently he had been surprised to learn of the more than 55 private land ownership deeds that had been 

presented in obtaining PUPs.  Mr. Woods made the following points:  

 PUPs are disingenuous way of large companies acquiring significant tract of land for logging operators 

without meeting the stringent requirements of FMCs; 

 Logging companies which participated in bids and won FMCs, and are unable to operate, claiming rigidity of 

fiscal regime are wrong.  They bid high during the process due to anxiety, greed and misunderstanding of the 

market; 

 If nothing is done to stop the large scale exploitation of Liberia’s forests, the country would be ostracized 

internationally.  

3.0 Regulatory Environment 
 

3.1 Analysis of the 2006 National Forestry Reform Law (NFRL), and Private Land Regulations: 

 

The issuance of PUP is guided by Section 5.6 provision (a) of 2006 NFRL which clearly states “No person shall 

undertake Commercial Use of Forest Resources on private land without satisfying the requirements of this Section; 

FDA failed to follow laws laid out in the section which if followed would have invalidated the majority of PUPs 

submitted for approval by the Agency.  For example, section 5.6 clearly states that land owners must provide proof 

of technical and financial capability as a prerequisite for the issuance of PUPs. 
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Section 5.6 provision (b) (ii) of 2006 NFRL clearly state “The Commercial Use is consistent with the classification of 

the land is the Strategy adopted under Section 4.4 of this Law, and the Authority has validated the classification 

locally under Section 4.5 of this Law.” 

Section 4.4 (National Forestry Management Strategy) Section 4.5 (Validation); If these sections had been adhered 

to confusion on determining if land is private (suitable for TSC/FMC) or public (suitable for PUP) is annually 

determined. 

Regulation No. 110-07 Rights of Private Land Owners is only regulations with regards Private Land Owners; Section 

2. Purpose clearly states “This regulation establishes the responsibilities of the Operator with respect to the rights 

of Private Land Owners and provide for a right of compensation to Land Owners and provides for a right of 

compensation to Land Owners harmed as a result of Operations”.  In effect this has to do with how private land 

owner is compensated by an operator in the event of incidental damage on private property and not the issuance 

of Private User Permit for commercial logging on privately owned land. 

 

3.2 Analysis of Process Flow for Acquiring PUPs 
 

The Process for acquiring a PUP is not clear as there are no regulations (publicly vetted or adopted).  According to 

Mr. Moses Wogbeh, Managing Director of the FDA during interview “PUPs originate with requests from 

communities”.  No evidence was presented to show that written regulations or standard operating procedures 

exist.  The system in place at FDA is based upon unwritten rules, which puts a substantial amount of discretion in 

the hands of individuals at the Agency.  During interviews for this assignment, including talks with the FDA Board 

Chairlady who uses a checklist to determine whether PUPs meet minimum qualifications (all based upon 
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documents provided by the Management of FDA), to the EPA,  which could not produce eligibility criteria or steps 

in evaluating ESIA, to the Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy that does not have the human capacity to survey 

millions of hectares, or could have authenticated deeds worth almost a million acres in short periods, there is no 

real system in place.  

                                 Table 1.  PUP Process Flow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     Community requests PUP 

 

Community signs MOU with private company to operate PUPs 

 

Deed is validated by the Ministry of Lands, Mines & Energy 

FDA Technical team validates GPS coordinates of deeds through a 

computerized system to avoid overlapping with other PUPs, FMCs, etc. 
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FDA Managing Director Signs PUP and recommends to Board 
FDA Board Chairman signs PUP based upon an internal checklist 

Management of FDA grants PUP Certificate to Private Land Owner 
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Table 2.  Chain of Custody Process Flow 

 
FDA issue harvesting Certification with felling date

SGS verification of block(s)

Enumeration/Block cutting

Boundry Cutting

Submission of Forest Managment Plan

ESIA conducted

Signing of Social Contract between community and company
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4.0 The Role of Government Agencies in the Issuance of PUPs 

 

3.1 The Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy 
 

During the exercise (Wednesday August 8-Tuesday August 14), several trips to the Ministry of Lands, Mines and 

Energy yielded no significant official with the expertise to clarify the Ministry’s role in the issuance of PUPs.  The 

current Minister was only appointed and confirmed after the PUP ban was imposed in February and the Deputy 

Minister for Operations, Mr. Sam Russ was out of the country.  The Ministry validates deeds brought in by 

communities for authentication, during the process of obtaining PUPs. 

3.2 Land Commission 

During an on the record conversation via telephone, Dr. Brandy was emphatic in stating that the current process 

of granting PUPs was fundamentally flawed, characterized by a large degree of fraud and criminal behavior in the 

authentication process of land ownership.  He firmly stated that the Commission had written a definitive study 

which proved that most land undergirding PUPs were public lands and not private ones.  He recommended the 

cancellation of all PUPs pending an investigation into the authenticity of ownership deeds.  Finally, Dr. Brandy 

denied any role in the authentication of land deeds during the process to obtain PUPs. 

 

3.3 Environmental Protection Agency 

 

Ms. Anyaa Vohiri is the Executive Director of the EPA.  She indicated that there currently exists an MOU with the 

FDA, which allows the FDA to conduct its own analysis of environmental and social impact assessment plans 
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brought in by operators of PUPs in the process to obtain permits from the FDA.  Ms. Vohiri indicated that her staff 

had adequately trained FDA personnel to conduct evaluations of EIAs.  Ms. Vohiri did admit that the explosion of 

PUPs was baffling to her, since “nobody expected PUPs to be major loggers”.  The Executive Director complained 

of the inadequacy of budgetary support which limited enforcement of forestry operations.  But the EPA also did 

manage to effectively respond to complaints from the public.  The EPA is present in only ten counties but its agents 

are active in all.   

 

3.4 Forestry Development Authority 

 

During a period of two days, interviews were held in the offices of the FDA with the following persons:   

1. Mr. Moses Wogbeh, Managing Director 

2. Mr. Ben Sargbe, Legal Counsel 

3. Mr. Jangars Kamara, Head of Commercial Operations 

4. Mr. John Kantor, Technical Head of the GIS Department 

The FDA management team provided background on reforms in the forestry sector with ten core regulations.  Mr. 

Wogbeh provided some information on the reform process, and how the forestry sector was now working with the 

different operations aspects such as FMCs, TSCs, PUPs, etc.   

The FDA management also provided information on the involvement of SDI in efforts to completely block Liberia 

from engaging in logging operations during efforts to ratify   four FMCs in 2009.  Upon intensive lobbying, the FMCs 

were ratified by the national legislature.  
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The Management was asked to provide an overview of the process that leads to the issuance of PUPs and their 

activation.  The Management provided the following: 

1. Requests originate from communities; 

2. Deeds are authenticated by the Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy; 

3. FDA conducts GIS operations to ensure metes and bounds do not fall into public lands, FMCs or other PUPs; 

4. PUPs are governed by same pre-felling requirements as FMCs and TSCs; 

5.  ESIA must be approved by EPA (This appears to contradict the EPA).   

6.  All regulations for commercial logging operations apply to PUPs.   

The management responded to its conduct during and after the ban was imposed by the Board of Directors of the 

FDA in February of 2012.  The management indicated they wrote letters to logging companies informing them of 

the Board Moratorium.  At the time of the moratorium, four were harvesting and the rest were in various stages 

of pre-felling activities.  As far as the management of FDA is concerned, active means you are conducting pre-felling 

activities.  FDA stated that as of Friday August 10, 2012, there were 12 active PUPs.  Management raised issue on 

the definition of the term “active” at a technical board meeting of the Board of Directors at LBDI.  Wogbeh denied 

Samling link to Atlantic and Alpha.  He said management differed with the Board on the meaning of “active”.   When 

reminded that the managing director of the FDA is secretary to the Board, and asked if there was any 

communication from him to the Chairman of the Board seeking clarification on the meaning of the term “active”, 

the managing director could not respond and has not produced any document seeking clarification.   

On the authentication process to determine validity of metes and bounds on deeds and coordinates for mapping, 

Mr. John Kantor and one of his associates provided clarification on how FDA confirms location of PUP lands.  But 

interestingly they revealed that severe capacity problems existed at the FDA.  When asked as to whether there 

were chances that PUPs overlapped with other PUPS, public lands, FMCs, etc, Mr. Kantor said this was not possible, 
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but his assistant contradicted him. In fact during the meeting, FDA management indicated that a significant number 

of private land deeds deemed inauthentic during the vetting process which took place during the John Woods 

administration had mistakenly put FMC’s into private lands, which meant that occasionally PUP land deeds 

overlapped other areas! 

During the last meeting at the FDA, management surprisingly informed the author that communication on the ban 

was not relayed to operators of PUPs but to holders of permits, and the communication was done through regional 

foresters.  This appears to be an effort on part of the management to explain why all operators of PUPs interviewed 

during this assignment said they had not received any communication from the FDA informing them of a ban and 

recall of all inactive PUPs in February of 2012! 

3.4 Board of Directors of the FDA 
 

Dr. Florence Chenoweth is the Chairperson of the Board of Directors of the FDA.  She provided background into 

the Board’s role in the granting of PUPs and described the process of granting them.  The Managing Director of 

the FDA signs and she approves based upon a checklist.   

Dr. Chenoweth agrees that PUPs are around about way of FMCs.   She indicated that the investigation into PUPs 

was brought about by information from a whistle blower and NGO coalitions, especially a warning from Jackson 

Kula on the proliferation of PUPs.    It was then that the President asked Board to look into reports. The Board was 

directed to impose a moratorium on the issuance of PUPS, and those inactive were suspended and recalled.     A 

small group of people met at LBDI to determine technical details of the ban on behalf of the Board.    Dr. Chenoweth 

could not say exactly how many PUPs were active at the time of the ban, and referred the author to Mr. Emeka 

Witherspoon, an Assistant Minister at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, who had detailed technical knowledge since 
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he had worked at the FDA.  (Assistant Minister Witherspoon represents the Minister of Internal Affairs at Board 

meetings of FDA on occasions).   

Dr. Chenoweth said during a Board of Directors meeting on May 28, four additional PUPs had become active, this 

without Board approval and contrary to the moratorium.  Management was asked who lifted moratorium.   Mr. 

Wogbeh admitted he did.  The Board then mandated that those inactive should be remain inactive.  At the same 

meeting, Mr. Wogbeh refused to answer questions and the meeting was adjourned. Mr. Wogbeh did not reflect 

minutes of May 28 meeting in Board records. 

5.0 The Role of SGS in the Forestry Sector 
 

According to SGS, they are the commercial logging operational contractor for the FDA.  The company provides the 

following functions: 

1. Verify authority; 

2. Ensure PUPs fulfill  requirements; 

3. Ensure traceability of logs; and 

4. Ensure government revenues are correctly captured in logging activities 

When SGS was quizzed about violation of the ban, Mr. Roland Carey, a manager at SGS said he heard about the 

ban during a steering committee meeting a month after it was put in place and that was sometime in June of 2012, 

four months after the Board instructed the Management of FDA to impose a ban.  Mr. Carey said SGS had not 

received a list from FDA on active PUPs.  According to the SGS manager, the definition of “active” PUPs was not 

clarified.  He only got clarification from Jangars Kamara in an email only in June.  Steering committee notes verified 
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that it was discussed in June and a definition of active was communicated.  According to that communication, a 

definition of active is those PUPs issued harvest certificates.   As of today SGS has 17 registered PUPs in their data 

base. He considers those exporting and those in the various stages of pre-felling activities as active. Mr. Carey 

acknowledged that paper trail between FDA and SGS is weak.  There was a substantial decrease in exports from 

February of 2012. 

6.0  Interviews with Industry Stakeholders 

 

6.1 Liberia Timber Association  
 

 

Mr. John Deah is President of the Liberia Timber Association.  He did not receive communication from FDA on 

imposition of ban.  As an operator, he did not get any formal communication.  He also believes the definition of 

active is unclear. Mr. Deah believes Global Witness is trying to kill the logging industry in Liberia. He complained 

about the fiscal regime on FMCs and the   lack of supportive environment for logging. He said all deeds in fee simple 

should be considered for PUPs.  Aboriginal rights deed should be considered as community.   

 

6.2 Atlantic and Alpha Companies 

 

Ambassador John Gbedze says he is a “consultant for both Atlantic and Alpha”.   He too like most people in the 

logging industry denied ever receiving any communication from FDA on imposition of ban. During the interview, 
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Mr. Gbedze was asked to comment on general issues raised by the Global Witness Report and his role if any in 

violation of the ban on inactive PUPs as at the time of the Board decision in February: 

Ambassador Gbedze made the following assertions: 

 Samling does have shares in Atlantic and Alpha.   

 Samling is on the Singapore stock exchange.   

 He said European companies do not want Asian control of logging industry in Liberia.  Atlantic and Alpha are 

foreign controlled.   

 They do not use lawyers to authenticate documentation such as deeds from PUP owners. They use the 

archive and Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy.   

 FDA coordinates and guides PUP process between owners and operators.  During social agreement, 

legislators from areas get involved.  

 His company had harvested 27000 cubes from just clearing road in Sinoe and Grand Kru.   He said monies 

owed by his company are derived when they were FMCs.  

Ambassador Gbedze said Government must look into the following: 

1. Roads and ports 

2. Stumpage fees and taxes are too high 
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6.3 Forest Ventures  
 

Mr. Simon Tam was interviewed.  Forest Ventures is a Mauritius registered company owned by Malaysians. They 

have only six active PUPs.  PUP 23 commenced harvesting in May (EJJ).  They are not aware of the recall announced 

in February.  They have PUP 8 in Timbo in Grand Bassa.    

7.0 Key Findings 

 

After conducting analysis of the process that leads to the issuance of PUPs, it is clear that the system is broken and 

needs radical overhaul.  The following are key findings: 

The process of issuing PUP is deeply flawed, could be illegal in some instances and if not corrected will bring shame 

and disgrace to the country, undermining its international image especially within the framework of sustainable 

economic development.   

The following are persons who bear varying degrees of responsibility in the activation of PUPs that were recalled 

in February of 2012: 

1.  FDA Board of Directors   

The Board’s directive to the Management of FDA was contained in minutes from a board meeting held on February 

28, 2012.  There was no resolution signed by all Board members, and there was no subsequent communication to 

the Management of FDA.  Board minutes did not adequately clarify the meaning of “active”, although a list of active 

PUPs was contained therein.  The Board lost control of its oversight responsibility.  It lacked clear procedural 

guidelines for conveying instructions.  The Board of Directors did not remotely seem concern about the explosion 
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of PUPs at any time, except when brought to its attention by NGO coalitions.  The Board of Directors did not 

consider the high level of acreage granted under PUPs. The Board did not provide strategic direction to the 

management of FDA on the level of sustainable forest development through the limitations on grants of acreage 

for logging.    

 

2. Moses Wogbeh, Managing Director 

The Managing Director engaged in gross insubordination, indicated contempt for Board of Directors’ directive, 

was negligent in performance of duties, and intentionally misled Board of Directors on the extent of the PUP 

problem.   

3.  Mr. Benedict Sargbe,  FDA in House Lawyer 

The counselor failed to provide legal guidance to FDA Board of Directors or management.  Mr. Sargbe was 

responsible for organizing and vetting the legal process before the issuance of PUPs.    He should have known the 

legal implications  PUPs to be signed by the Managing Director and the Board Chairperson.   He also failed to 

provide adequate legal guidance to Board on the legal repercussions of suspensions and recall of all PUPs.   

4.  Mr.  Jangars  Kamara Commercial Manager   

Mr.  Kamara’s actions in the Commercial Department require an expanded investigation to determine when he 

received information from the Managing Director to communicate to PUP holders or operators on the effective 

time of the ban and what it entailed.  He should be investigated to determine if he intentionally with held 

information to the industry.  It was only in June of 2012 that he informed SGS of the ban. 
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5.  John Kantor Technical Director 

Mr. Kantor was negligent in responsibilities pertaining to the entire GIS department.  His training is also 

inadequate for the level of responsibilities thrust upon him to electronically survey hundreds of thousands of 

acres with little staffing.  Mr. Kantor did not demonstrate adequate knowledge of GIS staff activities as well as 

monitoring of GIS software and National Forest Strategy Map. 

6.  Officials of the Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy involved with Surveying and authenticating PUPs 

No interview was conducted due to the absence of key personnel.  However, an expanded investigation must be 

conducted on the entire process at the Ministry 

7.  Augustine Johnson, Government trained GIS Expert  

Mr. Johnson is the alleged architect of the PUP scheme (doctoring and creating deeds, identifying forest areas, 

and developing maps used in creating fake deeds); He has FDA proprietary software and is only person 

knowledgeable, and/or capable of developing and providing maps with GPS metes and bounds for PUP on lands 

formerly identified as possible FMCs/TSC’s. 

8.  SGS 

SGS fumbled badly.  It paid a complete deaf ear to the ban.  It is impossible for a company like SGS and its role in 

the forestry sector to be totally unaware of a ban for several months.  The company requires expanded 

investigation to clearly determine why PUPs suspended were allowed to enter logs in COCIS system months after 

Board of Directors’ directives 
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9.   Key Companies 

 Atlantic, Forest Ventures, Global Logging, EJ&J; need to be further investigated to determine if and what laws if 

any were broken by these companies and their shareholders 

The government of Liberia is urged to do the following: 

1. Keep the current ban in force while a thorough investigation is carried out by an independent panel of 

experts, including lawyers, forest management experts, land use experts, economists and civil society 

groups to determine the way forward; 

2. Announce that criminal charges await culprits in the scheme to illegally acquire PUPs upon conclusion of 

the GAC audit; 

3. GOL  must institutionalize a formal process of securing free, prior and informed consent when dealing with 

traditional landowners; 

4. Reorganize FDA management structure to ensure proper checks and balances;  

5. The establishment of an independent commission (IC) to look into each individual PUP signed.  The IC must 

have a clear mandate with definitive timelines to ensure the upcoming logging season is not completely 

interrupted.  IC must be balanced with civil society, industry representatives, independent legal counsel, 

and GOL representatives; 

6.  IC must give priority to the (4) PUPs that the Board of Directors permitted to operate in Feb of 2012.  IC 

must review (in the case of the community forest) and publicly vet both PUP and community forestry 

regulations. 
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7. FDA Board of Directors to  be re-organized to establish proper administrative oversight of FDA 

management; 

8. Prosecution of any persons and/or individuals found criminally liable by the IC; 

9. AB Johnson (former FDA GIS manager), Current FDA technical Director, entire FDA GIS department be fully 

investigated by state authorities with regards doctoring of deeds, creating PUP maps using FDA software 

with GPS coordinates; 

10. SGS contract be reviewed to determine if they are in breach of agreement as well as SGS staff questioned 

to determine if any direct involvement in PUP scheme with regards  to developing PUP maps where former 

FMCs were located; 

11. FDA management develops and publishes a step by step standard operation procedural (SOP) hand book 

for all aspect of commercial forest management (FMC, TSC, PUP, CFL, NTFP, etc) contract/permits 

acquisition keeping in line with adopted regulations. 

12. Definitive decision with regards legal interpretation of the community forestry law be made by FDA as to 

whether or not PUP can be used for community owned land (formerly titled or any sort of land deed) 

 

 


